
Was it me?
Okay, it has been a little over a week since my last post and
it’s time to post, and now that I have deleted the spam
comments that have shown up in the last week I can begin.  I
see that some of you have been posting machines over the last
few  days,  so  hopefully  mine  will  be  seen  among  all  your
furious activity. �  Let’s start with a quiz- which of last
weeks videos were actually of my church choir and not just
songs picked from the web by someone else?  C’mon- the post
mentions one directly, and you might be able to logically
deduce another one even if you don’t watch/haven’t watched
them.  The answers are in the order of the videos in the
previous post.  Good luck!  Answers will be forthcoming.

[poll id=”6″]
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So on to the post topic (and all said- “finally!” � ), last
night we had the second first of my small group events for the
4th-graders at my church.  Why the ordinal confusion at the
beginning of this paragraph?  Well, last Saturday was the
first scheduled event, for the Saturday night boys but one of
the leaders backed out due to work so we are rescheduling it. 
Last night was for the second-Sunday-service boys.  Or as it
turned out, boy.  That’s right- out of over a dozen 4th-grade
boys that service only one showed up.  So it was two leaders
and one boy.  The chosen event was indoor mini-golf on a glow-
in-the-dark course.  Being really nice out, and with outdoor
courses starting to open, it was quite dead for a Friday
night- no one in front of us though people started to come in
behind us.  So since it was just the three of us, we kind of
spoiled the one boy.  His mom gave him extra money for food or
whatnot,  but  told  him  not  to  spend  it  on  the  video  and
redemption games, so what did Brian and I do?  Spent a few
dollars on tokens for him of course!
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About the title of this post, even though last Saturday was
canceled, I still can gather a statistic for that day as the
one at church who was going to notify the parents of the
cancellation failed to do so for some reason, so as far as the
parents and kids knew it was still on.  The result?  Only the
two confirmed students would have been there (only one showed
up  only  to  be  disappointed  since  I  called  the  other  one
personally as I had their number).  Lesson learned- if the
parents  don’t  RSVP,  the  kids  most  definitely  will  not  be
there.

.

So what was the deal?  I know warmer weather kept people away
who would have otherwise dropped in, but these were planned
events.  Do boys not like mini-golf?  Was it too expensive? 
Do all of them have full plates outside of church to prevent
participation in any event?  Well, the last can’t be true as
there were plenty of kids at the official movie night last
year and at the winter retreat.  I hope it wasn’t me! �  
Okay,  not  likely.    I  really  want  the  next  one  to  be
successful.  To be safe, I think we will not make it mini-
golf.  Plus, hopefully something cheaper than the $8.50 this
one cost.  Maybe we could have an all-ministry event again
like a picnic and games (maybe hiking) at the forest preserve-
something to perhaps bring up to the leadership.

.

Edit: I asked the kids tonight about it and they pretty much
agreed that mini-golf would have been fun, but the outdoor
kind not indoors.  So, we will likely try this again for the
middle of May.  Of course, this was the kids talking.  I
didn’t get a chance to question the parents so who knows if
cost or transportation was a consideration?  In any event, now
to locate a local, fun outdoor course…


